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Management Research: Discussion on Leadership Study Area

Tewogbade Shakir

Abstract - The study is to review leadership problems in management research. The discussion addresses the problems from theoretical backgrounds and reveal the possible leadership styles and behaviours seen in business world when such problems are experienced. Possible ways of managing the problems in order to minimize the negative effects on business outcomes was also discussed. This discussion will set pace for further specifics research in any organization settings having identified possible problems and how to formulate research questions.

I. Introduction

Research is the process of searching for knowledge either to establish fact about existing phenomena or bringing out new phenomena in their entirety. When such a search is carried out in the business world to study and investigate organizational issues, we have Management Research. Management research is the process of planning, acquiring, analysing and disseminating relevance data, information and insight to decision makers in ways that mobilizes the organization to take appropriate action that, in turn, maximize business performance (Copper and Schindler 2007). Management research engages both the world of theory and the world of practice (Umesh and Nitin 2014) and utilizes both epistemology and ontological philosophies. Management research is readily applied to proffer solutions to various problems that exist in an organization through decisions that are justifiable by relevant data and information. Such research can easily be carried out when one combines theoretical and day-by-day practice exposure to identify problems faced by the organization and how they can be addressed. One of such problems in the business/management world that was discovered to exist in many organizations is leadership problem which was discussed considering its possible effects on organization performance.

Leadership as one of the core area of management research was conceptualized by discussing its various theories, functions and future expectations. This study shows how research statements can be formulated for leadership problems that exist in an organization across specifics issues such as ineffective communication, non-clear direction, slow pace in adopting supportive technologies and poor human resources handling which affect the business outcomes. Similarly, data collection methods were highlighted while the suitable means for this type of investigation were identified with matching data analysis procedure. Consideration was given to ethical issues that could arise in this type of research and discussion on how the research can be fashioned to avoid them was made.

II. Conceptualize Management Research

Research has been referred to as an act of searching for a fact about what exists or bringing new existence (innovation). It is defined by scientific and systematic search for pertinent information on a specific topic/area (Syed M, 2016). It is normal to search or make enquiries into different phenomena while it is very important to ratify such systematic inquiries in order to discover new knowledge or consolidate existing one. One of the aspects of society where research is carried out is management in business world. Management research involves searching for facts that will assist management in making effective business decisions. Tharenou et al. 2007, confirmed that management research exists in the general management field and related disciplines. The overall theme is to apply research techniques to real-life management issues and problems. It specifically put forward theoretical and practical issues in the business world which are hardly experienced in other aspect of nature-physical or social sciences. This reflects the main feature of management research where it merges both theory and management practice. The whole process involves setting an investigative plan, acquiring necessary data, analyzing the data and producing outcomes that support decisions to be taken. The whole process is to understand various social, economic, psychological phenomena that exist in an organization and how they affect outcomes and performances.

Contemporary management research has precedent from management theories that revealed the form of such researches. The two earliest approaches are:

i. Epistemological school
ii. Ontological school
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Epistemological School: Epistemology is coined from Greek, where Episteme stands for knowledge and logos stands for reason. The epistemological approach organizes and explains knowledge in the form of theories (Geoff, 2005). Epistemology schools provide the foundation for “warranted knowledge” in business world. It studies criteria by which we can know what does and does not constitute warranted knowledge (Johnson & Duberley, 2003). It is superiorly concerned about what type of knowledge do we produce through research, how they are accumulated and presented. It shows a systematic approach on researcher’s knowledge of reality and the underlying meaning of it.

Epistemology will study the connecting link between the individual carrying out research and reality and how is the reality discovered. Who is doing research and where/when the research is conducted (Prabash, 2012). Epistemology does not only study knowledge, it goes further to study how the knowledge is acquired and presented. Most importantly, it set the limit between the kinds of knowledge that are vital and sufficient.

Ontological School: ontology is concern with nature of being. In contrast, epistemology is about “what it means to know” while ontology is “what is”. Ontology deals with what actually in existence which humans can derive knowledge, the nature of reality and what really exists. Ontological philosophical approach establish claim on what is real and its legitimacy. The ontological school has two important views, which are: positivism and subjectivism.

Positivism which also known as objectivism is the stance which postulates nature and their meaning have an independent relationship with the social actors. By extension, such existence is independent of the mind or any other cognition. What is real is unique and general regardless of the belief or perspective of the researcher. Thus, a management researcher can select a segmented means in carrying out an investigation by establishing a valid and clear topic, formulating unbiased research questions and applying result-oriented research procedures.

Subjectivism school takes a stance on mutual interrelationship and dependency between researcher and nature under study. The researcher has prior knowledge about nature, which is believed to be insufficient. Unlike objectivism philosophies, no uniqueness as there exist many perspectives to which management researchers will be exposed to.

Management research is a process of establishing truth or state of fact about business issues or phenomena. The compelling force for such study is the ability to formulate knowledge and advancement. Don-Solomon et al. (2018) posit that successful research through knowledge building is strongly supported by epistemology and ontology philosophies. The two schools formed the background philosophies utilize in management research where researchers can either adopt independent interactions in the business environment or stance that there exist a relationship between the researchers and the phenomena to be investigated.

III. Knowledge Area in Leadership

Management research which is the process of utilizing information that has been gathered and analyzed to proffer solutions to known organization issues or problems, includes subject area such as Human Resources, Marketing, and Leadership. The overall focus of any organization is the bottom line which is the outcomes of all transactional/business/operational activities. Leadership as a study area in management research show links about input values and organization outcomes. Smith et al. 1984 viewed leadership as lead factor in producing this outcome and organizational performance. The purpose and function of leadership in delivering superior organizational performance cannot be over-emphasized. Leadership drives desirable working environment, optimal workers’ motivation, fair compensation and productive communication to yield excellent performance. The leadership style, act, behaviour and value being delivered all have an impact on organization indices and outcomes. In short hand, we can consider leadership as attitudes/behaviour of business leaders in directing subordinates towards organizational goals. Leadership appears in different forms: communication process, business activities, influencing process, source of inspiration. In totality, it is a combination of organizational processes, overall system and all forms of relationships influenced by the leaders.

Leadership, which is one of the management subject areas in an organization setting, is as old as the history of people. It is a subject area connected to different disciplines such as organizational studies, management studies, political science, sociology, psychology and education. Leadership has been defined in many ways by different authors and researchers. Few among them are:

1. Leadership is the ability of a manager to induce subordinate to work with confidence and zeal-Koontz and O’Donnell.
2. Leaders is the activity of influencing people to survive willingly for group objectives-George R. Terry.
3. Leadership is the exercise of authority and making decisions-Dubin R.

Over the years, different leadership theories and approaches have been formulated to solve issues that exist in organizations under certain situations. The main contributions to the early era of leadership studies were classical and scientific management theories.
The first theory of leadership developed in 1990 is The Great Man Theory. The theory stipulated that leadership is an innate ability. The theory solidly view leader as being born and not made. The basis is to study what traits are exhibited by performing leaders and non-performing leaders. David Kolzow, 2014, identified such personality traits linked to effective leaders in his book:

i. Intelligence –
ii. Creativity – innovate
iii. Self-confidence – Trust in themselves
iv. Drive
v. Credibility – honesty all time
vi. Motivation – motivate followers to meet set targets
vii. Flexibility – adapt to fit current needs

Even though many other researchers have revealed many other traits. Traits such as self-confidence, alertness, intelligence, sociability, among others, were identified by Stogdil in 1949 and 1974. Mann (1959) came with over five hundred measures of personality traits related to effective leadership. After the great man and trait theory, behaviour theory came into existence (1950 – 60). Behavioural theory masked the behavioural patterns result in leadership. While trait theory focuses on leaders’ personality, behavioural theory focuses on behaviours of leaders. Evidently, from behavioural theories, leadership styles can be learned by masking the behaviours shown by a leader. The behavioural theories include two types of behaviours: task behaviours and relationship behaviours (Northouse, 2007). While it can be difficult to measure traits, researchers switch to measuring leadership behaviours. Since behaviour embodied the traits. As noted by David K (2014), it is more valid to measure behaviour than personality traits because behaviour shows actions that can be observed. Behavioural theory stipulated that leadership can be learned for an individual to become an effective leader. Allen 1998, posits that through training, leadership styles and behaviour can be learned. Various contributions have been made through various studies such as Ohio State University research (by Stogdill, Loons, Halpin, Winer and Fleishman) and University of Michigan studies (Katz and Klahn). The concept of “concern for task” (product-oriented) and “concern for people” (employee-oriented) behaviours were identified as common leadership behaviours (Gill, 2006) where this model of leadership behaviours was termed Managerial Grid (Blake & Mouton, 1994). The Blake and Mouton Managerial Grid, also known as the leadership grid, show five classes of leadership behaviours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern for People</th>
<th>High Country Club Style</th>
<th>Middle-of-the Road Style</th>
<th>Team Style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Impoverished Style</td>
<td></td>
<td>Productive Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) **Blake and Mouton Grid-The Managerial Grid: Gulf publication, Houston, US, 1994**

The product-oriented behaviour involves technical means of task accomplishment while employee-orientation is basically on how followers should be taken as human being such that their individuality is valued and their needs are attended to. Other researchers have also classified leadership styles:

- **Likert:** Consultative, Exploitative Autocratic, Democratic and Benevolent Autocratic
- **Tannenbaum and Schmidt:** autocratic, persuasive, consultative and democratic

**From Blake and Mouton grid:**

a. Country Club Style (High People: Low Task): there is more focus on people with minimal effort for the task. There is superior energy in making people happy and creating a very pleasing and comfortable environment. This style is defective as there is low concern for the task that produces outcomes.

b. Impoverished Style (Low People: Low Task): the worst class of leadership in Blake and Mouton table.

c. Middle of the road style (Mid People: Mid Task): there is some compromise between concern for people and concern for the tasks. It could be ineffective when compromise shows a loss of authority and decisiveness.

d. Produce/Perish (Low people: High Task): this class shows deep concern for the task with minimal focus on people. It is also known as the autocratic style of leadership. It is often utilized to take total control of employee and it might not be sustainable in the long run if the employee has a better option.

e. Team Style (High People: High task): This is the ideal class of leadership behaviour where there is a high level of focus for both the task and the people; as a team, everybody is involved and the strong collaboration to deliver tasks.

The leaders care less about the followers and poor concern for the task that will yield results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern For Task</th>
<th>High Country Club Style</th>
<th>Middle-of-the Road Style</th>
<th>Team Style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Impoverished Style</td>
<td></td>
<td>Productive Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The leaders care less about the followers and poor concern for the task that will yield results.

c. Middle of the road style (Mid People: Mid Task): there is some compromise between concern for people and concern for the tasks. It could be ineffective when compromise shows a loss of authority and decisiveness.

d. Produce/Perish (Low people: High Task): this class shows deep concern for the task with minimal focus on people. It is also known as the autocratic style of leadership. It is often utilized to take total control of employee and it might not be sustainable in the long run if the employee has a better option.

e. Team Style (High People: High task): This is the ideal class of leadership behaviour where there is a high level of focus for both the task and the people; as a team, everybody is involved and the strong collaboration to deliver tasks.
After behavioural theory, contingency /situational theory was proposed around 1960 – 70 to study which leadership behaviours are better under certain situations. What produces effective outcomes for a particular leader in certain situation might not work in another situation. Some situations are captured under contingency theory or situational leadership theory. To fully understand the effectiveness and performance of leaders, it is necessary to understand the situation in which they lead (Muhammad & Sadia, 2018). The theory explores two variables (leadership style and situational variables) and the relationship between them. Howell, Dortman and Kerr, (1986) identified the following situational variables:

i. Relationship quality between leader and subordinates
ii. Structure of task
iii. Availability of information
iv. Maturity level of the subordinate
v. Unclear tasks or roles of the subordinates
vi. Degree to which subordinates are willing to accept the decisions of the leader

Hershey and Blanchard 1982 suggested four primary leadership styles:

i. Telling
ii. Selling
iii. Participating
iv. Delegating

Which were further reclassified based on maturity level:

i. Low Maturity (M1) – Telling (S1)
ii. Medium Maturity (M2) – Selling (S2)
iii. Medium Maturity (M3) – Participating (S3)
iv. High Maturity (M4) – Delegating (Sarachek, 1968) (S4)

In advancement of situation postulation, Fred Fiedler (1967) discussed the effectiveness of leadership styles as dependent on the suitability of the situation through his least preferred co-worker analysis. His proposition is based on three parameters:

i. Task structure
ii. Position of power held by a leader
iii. Relationship between leader and members

The path-goal theory developed by House (1971) added motivation of employees as a choice in leadership styles. Leaders can influence their followers to comprehend the task ahead and how to achieve set goals. Beyond motivation, the level of relationship between leader and follower will show significant inclination on organization performance. Krishnan (2004), when the quality of exchange between leader and follower increases, progress also begins to increase. Leader-member exchange (LMX) theory shows superior outcomes in accordance with the relationship between leader and follower through psychodynamic exchange between them. According to Graen & Uhl-Bien and mentioned by Gary Yulch, higher quality of exchanges between supervisors and subordinates results in

1. Less turnover
2. More positive performance evaluations
3. Higher frequency of promotions
4. Greater organizational commitment
5. More desirable work assignments
6. Better job attitudes
7. More attention & support from the leader
8. Greater participation

From the situational and exchange era of leadership theory, the study shifted to the transactional era, where leadership is viewed based on role and social interaction. The first person to use the terms transformational and transactional is Downton, in 1973. In 1978, Burns classified leadership styles based on followers’ motivation; he considered transformational leadership to be a way of motivating followers by concentrating on their values to show effective outcomes. He considered the transactional leadership as a way of social exchange to effective employee performance towards targeted goals. Followers are controlled through the consequences approach (reward/penalties). Transformational leadership is defined as leader behaviour that inspires and motivates people to perform beyond expectation (Bass, 1985) and is particularly affiliated with organizational commitment (Bass and Riggio, 2006). The higher driving force of influence by transformational leaders will ignite the followers toward superior performance. Burns 1978, postulated that transactional leaders concentrate on followers’ self-interest, where they are motivated by exchanging different items such as salary, bonus.

Transaction leadership consists of leaders guiding and motivating followers by appealing to the follower’s own personal interests (Bass, 1985). They give clarity to performance standards and articulate expectations of desired outcomes (Chiau et al., 2011). Even though transformational and transactional leaders influence employees in task accomplishments with supportive relationships and communication (Bass, 1990a), the transactional leader is more likely to compromise some form of need satisfaction for values such as salary increase, improvement or recognition (Neilsen & Munir, 2009). The transactional leadership style encourages standard forms of incentives, reprisals and sanctions to control employees (Bass & Riggio, 2008). Calloway and Awadzi (2008) agreed that transformational leaders operate at a higher degree of motivation (communicating with employees, opportunities to grow, self-motivation, training).
### Full Range Leadership Model

Past researchers include theories that often concentrate on single leadership styles and behaviours whereas leaders do show more than one style and behaviours. Hence the need to extend the study to various styles and behaviours exhibited by leaders. The study of how leaders make use of multiple behaviours and style is captured in full range leadership theory. The full range leadership theory is unique in that it combines elements of transactional, transformational and laissez-faire leadership into single model (Sadeghi and Pihie, 2012). The theory is recent and interest in it, is due to the combination of other leadership theories (transactional, transformational and laissez-faire). The need to develop FRL theory is easily noted due to existence of gaps and overlaps in previous theories. In FRL model, nine variables are represented by three leadership styles.

#### Transformational leadership style: inspire & motivate followers through

- **Compelling vision**
- **Individual support**
- **Empowerment**

#### Transactional leadership style: three behaviours

- **Contingent reward**
- **Management-by-exception (active)**
- **Management-by-exception (passive)** (Meyer 2013, Robinson and Boies, 2016, Northouse, 2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformational Leadership</th>
<th>Transactional Leadership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work to change organizational culture by motivating new ideas</td>
<td>It is responsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivate employee to achieve companies’ objectives by appealing to higher ideas and moral values</td>
<td>Make employees achieve organizational objectives through rewards and punishment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivate followers by encouraging them to translate their own interests for those of the group or unit</td>
<td>Motivates followers by appealing to their own self-interest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table copied from Prachi Junega, 2019. Transactional leadership theory. https://managementstudyguide.com/transactional-leadership.htm

#### Five behaviours:

- Idealized influence (attributed)
- Idealized influence (behavioural)
- Inspirational motivation
- Intellectual stimulation
- Individual, consideration (Mazurkiewics 2012, Ravazadeh & Ravazadeh, 2013)

#### Organizational Leadership, Implications and Future of Leadership

The theories reviewed from “Great Man” to adaptive leadership theory have all indicated a relationship between leadership styles/behaviours and the followers (employee) in the face of the organizational outcomes/outputs.

As noted by Allio (2013), each of the theories, right from the great man theory to the most adaptive theory has revealed standard skills, styles and behaviours needed by leaders to lead effectively. As there is progression in the business world, there are also various leadership issues emanating from one generation to another. Millennials adapt easily to advancements in technology, unlike older generations. The newest generation (GenZ) or iGen is the first generations after the invention of the internet. Thus, they grow up digitally connected to the whole world around them. It is easy to feel leadership with inclusivity and curiosity.

In a similar vein, technological advancement has created the e-leadership phenomenon. The rapid and continuous changes in technology have modified communication and other aspect of organization processes which created a new requirement for leaders to adapt to e-leadership means. Recent global happenings, COVID 19, have made various organizational practices to become virtual. This means of communication and collaboration has become the new normal and there is room for study on how it affects leadership. Future leaders will be facing challenges linked to technological discoveries as they support day to day activities of organization settings such as virtual teaming, globalization and e-leadership.

E-leadership, and the virtual team setup are moderated by electronic means where collaboration, communication and other processes are carried out over spatial distances with the help of ICT gadgets. Few critical questions on the success of e-leadership for the future are:

- **Effect of technology on quality and quantity of the communication.**
ii. Trust issue & trust formation on leadership across technology.
iii. Effect of the structure on leadership style as it affects performance and innovation of the followers.

IV. Leadership Organizational Problem

Leadership practice is becoming increasingly important in the modern organization, where change is an inseparable part of the organization (Muhammad 2016). One of the major problems in any organization is leadership issues. This assertion can be supported by asking selected staffs of the organization independently if they consider leadership as one of the major problems facing their organization. Overall leadership problem in any organization is considered suitable for management research because investigation and study can be easily carried out along specifics issues such as

1. Ineffective Communication System
   First and foremost, why leadership is considered as a problem is due to incoherent and inconsistent communication. Communication is an essential phenomenon for effective leadership. Every organization has a strategic goal and targeted objectives to achieve, these objectives/goals must be well communicated to the followers in such a way that drive and motivate them (as discussed in transformational theory), so they can perform excellently. Effective leaders communicate effectively to avoid bottlenecks along strategic, structural, procedural divides in an organization and ensure channels remain open (up and down or horizontal-participative, democratic styles). As organizations develops strategic changes to tap into wider opportunities and deliver excellent performance, there is a need for effective communication to influence the followers to adapt to the changes. Another aspect of leadership communication issue is Trust. Trust is the factor that followers consider to get assurance that their leader will be truthful and display ethical behaviour in all situations. For perfect trust level, effective communication is a key factor. Communication plays an important part in trust-building by stimulating a fair environment where leaders are empowered to effectively lead and motivate their followers. Trust is built when leaders communicate essential information needed to motivate and improve performance. Lastly, on communication issues, Benith Zulch in 2014 noted the relationship between leadership style and communication process. Leadership styles have proved to be one of the key components of an effective organization (Munever et al., 2012). Communication approaches adopted by a leader can be traced to his/her natural inclination some specific leadership styles. An open leadership style will influence creativity, innovation as there will be a free flow of ideas and shared information which will improve effective communication. Participative and democratic leadership styles promote open discussions that deliver effective communication. Similarly, the transformational leadership style creates collaborative and decentralized communication that improves performance. Charismatic leadership aids communication which only promotes a leader’s information and decisions, while autocratic leaders are one-way means of communicating leaders’ instructions. All these aspects – effective communication, trust built from communication and communication based on leadership styles- observed in my organization provides a wider room for empirical investigations, which is suitable for management research.

2. Clear and Coherent Direction
   Leadership is the process of direction, guidance and influencing others and establishment of interpersonal relationships for the achievement of the objectives of the organization yielding satisfaction to all (Kavinakar and Datta, 2015). It is total means of influencing followers and harnessing their combined efforts towards identified goals. For superior organizational performance, the whole processes and systems must be aligned to stimulate a coherent and strong sense of direction. As written by Kurt et al., 2019, in as much as it is important to have ambitions that create a better future, it is also compulsory to translate plans, drives and momentum into a well-defined direction. A clear and coherent direction improves the effort to handle organizational changes needed to meet targeted goals. In the recent years, there have been many overlapping projects which display inconsistency in handling some strategic drive (structure and process-wise). It is a big drawback when two almost similar software applications are deployed instead of a more robust system that can deliver competitive solutions. Many times, resources and manpower time are wasted in driving half-baked changes. The impact of driving clear direction and vision cannot be less emphasized as resultant effect on proper alignment of resources (financial, human, material) at proper timing will lead to a sustainable performance. Colfax et al. 2009 empirically confirmed that some proper alignment will improve productivity up to 70%.

3. Slow Technology/Digitization Adoption
   There are different approaches to studying leadership (Jeroen et al., 2005), and technological adoption based on leadership personality is one of the approaches. As studied by Jeroen et al in their study of TAM (Technology Acceptance Model), transactional leadership style will prefer the introduction of technologies in order to reduce cost. In a close related
manner, transformational leadership style will influence employee to be more inquisitive, creative and ready to utilize technology due to its core usefulness. As transformational leaders drive creativity and innovation, employees will be eager to accept new technologies. This is a great pass, for such leader to adopt more advance technological changes for the organization and remaining competitive.

4. Human Resources Management – blending multiple personalities into a unified team

   Human resources management is very essential to any organization. Few human resources issues affected by poor leadership as seen in some organizations are

   i. High labour turnover
   ii. Low morale
   iii. Subjective performance measurement
   iv. Pressure to deliver target and budget KPI in the face of harsh economy / natural occurrences (COVID 19)
   v. Ineffective bonus/performance pay system

   Good leadership will leave a person feeling supported, stable and motivated (Kellerman, 2004). Low employee morale and poor motivation will affect organization negatively. In his study, Chionk 2001, produced positive correlation between leadership styles, job satisfaction and employee commitment. Transformational leadership gives room for freedom and wider responsibilities for employees which stimulates accomplishments and job satisfaction. Performance appraisal must not be subjective in order to avoid low staffs morale. Tuytens and Devos (2012), when appraisal is done objectively, it will show significant effect on staffs’ motivation. When it is done without agreed objectives and clear goals, it leads to dissatisfaction which will result in poor productivity. The end of year appraisal should be tailored to the specific job and realistic KPI are set in order to increase perceived fairness and appraisal system that is well accepted by everyone. Enterprise-wide feedback should be encouraged in appraisal and performance measuring cycle. Oberg (1972) stated that feedback has important role in various practices carried out in an organization as it shows fairness and rationality. Management should ensure clarity, openness and fairness and staff should have confidence that the appraisal system is fair. Most importantly, the system should be reviewed on regular basis while taking feedback into consideration.

V. RESEARCH QUESTION TO ADDRESS LEADERSHIP PROBLEM

   Leadership in all spheres must necessarily be effective in order to achieve personal, group and/or organizational success (Rafique, 2014). Leadership styles have great impact on all organizational resources and the whole system.

   The core objective of this study is to investigate leadership problems which can be tailored towards leadership styles and organizational outcomes. Thus, the basic primary research question is: how do leadership styles affect organizational performance? The primary research question is approach by the following sub-research objectives:

   a. Study leadership styles observed on communication drives in the organization
   b. Study the impact of leadership styles observed in the organization on goal setting, vision drives and clear direction strategy as they affect overall performances
   c. Study impact of leadership styles observed in the organization as they affect human resources based on performance appraisal measurement, labour turnover, morale level, job satisfaction and motivation
   d. Study and investigate leadership styles in cognizance with technology/digital adoption level in comparison to competitors

VI. STAGES IN RESEARCH

   The following stages will be considered in investigating the research question and sub-questions:

   1. Exploratory stage
   2. Research questions and hypotheses
   3. Data collection
   4. Data analysis

   a) Exploratory Stage

   Research is basically act of producing solutions to phenomenon issues at hand after carrying out analysis of all factors leading to the situation. Considering this research in leadership, we start by reviewing varieties of literatures on leadership and organizational performance broadly. This will help to spot the connecting links between leadership and organizational outcomes which will be used to drill down the research questions. Real cases on leadership will be explored across the world not limiting to Nigeria alone, on how leadership impact on organizational results. Also, selected discussion should be carried out among few staffs (independently) in the organization under study.

   b) Research Questions and Hypotheses

   Formulating research question(s) is an essential part before starting the research itself. This allows us to explore occurring uncertainty in leadership styles as it affects performances. Kishore et al, (2011) mentioned that a good research question forms backbone of a good research which in turn is vital in unravelling mysteries of nature and giving insight into a problem. Our research question will identify leadership problems to be studied while providing overall focus to the
research methodology. Most importantly, it will lead us to hypotheses needed in our research. A standard and well-drafted research question summarizes the problem statement, gives description of the issues being study, directs data collection approaches and reveal how data analysis should be carried out.

After formulating research question, we developed research hypotheses where we make prediction about aspect of leadership styles impacting on enterprise performance. Standardly, a null hypothesis is produced which will be accepted or rejected after research investigation. Hypothesis is a proposition that links situational variables which we can run empirical test on. Being testable is an important feature of a good hypothesis as supported by Kerlinger & Lee 2000.

c) Data Collection

Data collection is the standard procedures of taking fact and records of items observed during research study. Though overall process of collecting data is the same for different types of studies, the methods might be differ. There are four steps necessary in order to collect data of high-quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>When to Use</th>
<th>How to Collect Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>To test a causal relationship</td>
<td>Manipulative variables. Measure their effects on others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>To understand the general characteristics or opinions of a group of people</td>
<td>Distribute a list of questions to a sample online, in person or over the phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview/Focus group</td>
<td>To gain an in-depth understanding of perceptions or opinion on a topic</td>
<td>Verbally ask participants open-ended questions in individual interview or focus group discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observation</td>
<td>To understand something in its natural setting</td>
<td>Measure or survey a sample without trying to affect them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary data</td>
<td>To analyze data from populations that you cannot access at first hand</td>
<td>Find existing data sets that have already been collected from sources such as government agencies or research organizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survey method will be selected for our leadership study as it is scientifically cheap and easy to carry out. Survey methods have been used to answer many types of research questions emanating from all leadership perspective (Antonakis et al., 2004).

d) Survey – Study Population, Validity and Reliability

Population is total number of selected items identified to be studied. Since there will be a constraint in study everyone in the process of data collection, a sample size is often selected and the result is generalized for the total population. Sample size is selected based on subset of population majorly affected by the research. In most research work, it is easier to study chosen part of the total part (sample) to save time and other resources while the outcomes are generalized for the total population.

Validity is concerned with an evaluative judgment about an assessment (Gregory, 2000) and the values range from low to high. It shows how well the method selected will reveal accurate reality. For a valid research, what we measured will be considered accurate. Reliability display consistency in deriving same result on different but comparable situations. Such research can be replicated and we still get similar results. In order to get a valid and reliable research, survey questionnaire will be completed by staff (leaders/employee) of First Bank while a pre-test check will be carried out by supervisors/functional managers. As stated by Kerlinger, there should be strong between research problems, the way the study is designed, data to be collected, the way the data will be analyzed and inferences made from the outcomes.
VII. Ethical Issues in Research

Ethics involves moral guidelines which direct individual behaviour. The set of principles direct how individuals interact with themselves based on what is right or wrong. Also, ethics provides moral solution to such situations where action to be taken is unclear. Since research in leadership involves data collection from people then moral principles is needed in protecting all stakeholders in the course of the research. Ethical issues exist at all stages of research and they will be discussed one after the other.

i. Ethical Issues at Research problem stage: identification of research problem is an important stage which laid foundation for the research and thus the problem identified should be meaningful to all stakeholders (participants and respondents) to avoid waste of resources (time, material, financials). It is unethical to take opinion from various participants when there no meaningful research problems or non-beneficial issues. Similarly, as supported by Agwor & Osho (2017), it will be deceitful to have other reasons different from the one gave to participants. Similarly, there are three main ethical issues at this stage:
   a. Waste of resources (research not important)
   b. Misleading or fraudulent
   c. Unnecessary research for financial/personal gain (Ruhi and Nolan, 2014)

ii. Ethical Issues when reviewing literature: Ruhi & Nolan identified four likely issues at this stage
   a. Biased search and view
   b. Conflicting evidence ignored
   c. Quoting out of context
   d. Plagiarism

There is need for superior consideration for ethical values of review of literature in order to avoid act of copying other people work knowingly or unknowingly. Also noted by Agwor & Osho, ethical issues at this stage also involve “genetic copying” (duplicating another person’s work without referencing), cut and paste (text from a portion without editing), act of changing keywords/phrases while major content from the source is retained, act of paraphrasing from different sources and act of recycle one work in different publications.

iii. Ethical Issues at data collection stage: at data collection we have issues such as:
   a. Manufacturing data to yield target result. Widely observe in quantitative research methods
   b. Data recycle usually observe in qualitative research methods
   c. Consideration for confidentiality and anonymity such that participants are not put to risk
   d. Act of bribing to get data

iv. Ethical Issues at conclusion/recommendation stage: The act of intentionally making false or biased conclusions and recommendation is a major ethical issue at this stage
   a) How Will This Research Be Designed To Avoid Ethical Issues

Considering the research designed stages from research problem stages to research conclusion/recommendation. The following steps will be utilized:

1. Research selection: a simple survey will be held with selected colleagues across functional divide in order to justify the research question selected. There should be a common opinion that the problem to be selected is meaningful and beneficial to all stakeholders in this research. Full disclosure of what the research will entail will be revealed while seeking common opinion from other colleagues. This will remove act of deception of research purpose. With this, bias opinion by the researcher alone can be avoided as there is agreed/well established justification for the study

2. All form of plagiarism is avoided when reviewing literature by keeping track of all sources of past work and full acknowledgement is given. Paraphrasing and text-recycling will be avoided by reading to understand the previous work and ensuring reference of the source are done properly. Respect for intellectual property will be highly observed during the course of research
Data will be collected in non-harmful procedures and with necessary consent to do so while confidentiality and anonymity is guaranteed. Adequate permission will be taken from Management of the Bank if there is need for institutional records. All information obtained about the participants or the Bank itself will be kept in confidence. Accurate and truthful will be collected by engaging the right participants (staff of the Bank) while ensuring functional supervisors/managers verify information supplied before analysis is carried out. This will erase issue of data falsification and fabrication. Face to face interviews are held where there is any of form of unclear information. Data collected will be secured/stored safely to preserve integrity and privacy of the data.

Data will be analyzed in such manner that portrays truthful utilization of data collected. All analysis will be done beyond personal emotions, motives and obligations. All data analysis and results will be interpreted carefully to avoid error due to negligence and making sure that the results are reliable.

VIII. Conclusion

Management research is the systematic processing of information utilized in making effective decisions in various organizations. The scope of management research includes HRM, marketing management, production management, financial management and leadership handling. For an organization to perform well there is need for scientific way of getting information that is utilized to make effective decisions. Leadership is the means of influencing others to accomplish organization objectives and goals. The leadership skills are influence by traits, beliefs and behaviours under various situations. These were discussed under leadership theories from great man theory to Full range leadership model. Summarily they all show relationship effect of leadership traits, style and behaviours on organizational outcomes. With this theoretical background and various research reviews, research question around some specific issues such as communication, clear leadership direction, adoption of technology and human resources management were formulated. Research stages that will allow us carry out optimal investigative study was itemized one after the other. A suitable and matching data collection method was identified for the leadership questions.

Ethical issues which can arise in the course of the research were highlighted for each research stages and means to minimize their occurrences were suggested.

Lastly, we can conclude that management research is very useful in addressing organizational problems involving any of the management subject area such as leadership.
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